
Learn more about the Compact Table Saw at SawStop.com/CTS.

In the short time the Compact Table Saw has been 
available, users, influencers, and the press all agree that 
SawStop's new saw is everything you need on the jobsite.  

See what they're saying… 

“Love this saw! Just a DIY’er but perfect 
small size for any project around the 
house. Stand fits perfect in shop and easy 
to move! Great product!” 
     -AS

“They have packed a lot into the saw 
along with the safety features. I like the 
onboard storage of all the tools and 
safety devices. It feels like a more 
expensive saw and is dead on accurate. 
The dust collection was a pleasant 
surprise as my old saw made quite a 
mess but very little with this one.” 
     – Stephen H. 

“The SawStop CTS sets the standard for quality, convenience and safety on a 
jobsite or in a small workshop where floor space is at a premium. It works 
great, operates smoothly, makes accurate cuts and has the best bevel system 
on the market. The saw is light enough for one person to move it 
around and compact enough that you can store it under a 
worktable. It offers durable quality, exceptional safety 
features and the power and precision you need to 
process stock up to 3-1/8” thick.” 
     – Canadian Woodworking 

“Out of the box it was ready to go. I think 
my favorite feature is the fence. After a 
few uses I learned I can trust that the 
measurement is precise. I’m very happy 
with my choice.” 
     – KP

“The SawStop CTS compact table saw is 
well built with precision fit and finish, 
resulting in a very smooth and 
easy-to-operate saw.” 
     – ToolBoxBuzz

“This saw is perfect the DIYer, it’s small 
enough to fit in your garage but has all 
the same technology as a normal 
SawStop” 
     – DelanceyDIY 
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